1. Call to Order - President Roberson
2. Roll Call - Secretary Prater
3. Approval of the 6th Meeting Minutes
   a. Motion to approve by Senator Stewart
   b. Second by Senator Glickman
   c. All in favor, motion passes
4. Officer Reports (2 min/ officer)
   a. PPC (10 mins)- Susan Paraska is chair of the Policy Process Council.
      They are here to review a policy to pass for the students. The purpose
      of this policy is regarding web content for the university. They want to
      make sure everything is accessible for all students. Student Affairs is
      here to help answer anything that may come up. This is to help
      students have accessibility
         i. Senator Hall- We get an email in Sysop that goes out to every
            student. Is there a way to have that information on the front
            page of D2L.
            1. They want to get feedback about that but are looking
               into that.
ii. Senator Gibson- Section 508 is outdated. It should be updated. He was looking at the technical parts of the website and it seems to have a few minor issues.

iii. Motion to concur with the web accessibility policy by Senator Okere

1. Second by Senator Powell-Harris
2. All in favor, motion passes

b. Auxiliary Services- Randy Shelton (20 mins)

i. Randy Shelton- Auxiliary services is made up of 12 business enterprises housed in the university. Their mission is to run those to further academic mission. They are here to provide help for all students, faculty, staff, and guests. They are here to help with all of these as cheap as they can.

1. With Chartwells new contract, you will see a lot of changes through out the years. Chartwells is the largest college food service in the nation. Village Skillet is open from evening to midnight. They need input to make things better, less, or change it. They are trying to open up a 7pm-12am and late night services. They are opening the Mediterranean Grill. Students wanted more international concepts. Students wanted to try something within the Mediterranean taste. They are using Zaya, the largest Mediterranean food chain. They will be opening a full service Starbucks in the social science building opening in January. There will be a pizza trailer that moves around campus. It can be used at different events. They will add a deli concept (a container concept) that they can put in different places on campus. In the summer of 2016 there will be a Panda Express in the student center. They will take Chick-fil-a and make it a full service Chick-fil-a with full menu and
hours of operation. They will add two new food platforms to the commons. They will add these on the second floor. The patio will be given the ability to open and close depending on the weather. They want to know from the students what concepts we want. In Marietta, they opened “Create” for healthier options. There will be a full service chickfila this summer and full service Starbucks on the Marietta campus outside the bookstore and inside the library respectively. That is an overview of the next 18 months to two years for food services on campus.

a. Senator Garguilo- You will be adding food options upstairs in the commons correct? She believes this will take away seats from students. Will you all be expanding seating?
   i. Randy- they will add about 100 seats in the patio. They will rearrange seating and take away the meeting rooms. There will be about 150-200 extra seats throughout there.
   ii. Senator Whipple- a food truck will pop up around the Kennesaw campus. Will these be brought back to the Marietta campus as well?
      1. Yes. They will be made to be interchangeable.
   iii. Senator Collier- when considering Marietta options, how will you communicate this with the students about this?
      1. It will come up soon.
iv. Senator Anaeki- you all only use cash and credit, will swipes be able to be used?
   1. He will discuss it
v. Senator Maginnis- will the full service restaurants take cards and coupons?
   1. Yes
vi. Senator Perez-Ramierz- one thing he noticed on the Marietta campus is that Stingers get filled very fast. Are they looking to expand or offer more food options?
   1. They are looking at Stingers as well. The difference is it's a matter of size and scale. It's a smaller building, smaller kitchen, etc. They are trying to have the same quality of food on both campuses, but they want to tweak the restaurant to aim towards their demographics such as more male students.

vii. Senator Gibson- why was the Starbucks moved from campus in the first place? Will there be somewhere we can find all this information.
   1. All information is on the website and it was taken out temporarily for more space.

b. Commons and Stingers will have two swipe meals with things such as lobster and steaks. You will be able to have higher end meals with wait staff, etc. Students have asked to bring back the
“Eat Tweets.” They take their twitter list and randomly send out Eat Tweets. First 200 who can get a ticket from the office will get to eat... it may be a ½ pound burger, full size pizza for 20, etc. They will bring more to us if we pay attention to tweets. Cram Jam will be on both campuses before finals.

2. There is a standing food advisory committee. They go over what is best for students. It is made up of demographics from SGA, faculty, admin, staff senate, auxiliary services, Resident Life, and many others. It has to be the student food service. They want to give students as much as they can but need the students help. They are establishing a student committee that will advise Chartwells of what they want to see. They will act as a menu advisory committee. They will now have a dietician on staff. They will be here on a regular basis to discuss/ help dietary needs and concerns. Chartwells has national programs and events they will bring to campus and have them for students. They will periodically tweet out about Secret Shoppers. They will send you in to tell them what you see that needs to be fixed or what is wrong with the eating area. There is a sustainability coordinator. KSU is the #1 college sustainability program in the nation. They are getting a coordinator to make it better. Everything on your tray is never thrown out. It is turned to fertilizer and used on their farm to make more food. Chartwells is going to provide scholarships to attend that program.

3. Meal Plans and Swipes to go. One thing seen going into consolidation, they were asked about the food plans.
They want more dining dollars instead of swipes. Because of franchise agreements and their restrictions, many of these operations are unable to use swipes. They give us dinning dollars to use our meal plans in these areas, there is no relationship between swipes and dollars. The food advisory committee chose what we have now.

4. If we built another deck, parking would increase about $100. They have maximized parking on campus, but they have parking with about 90% vacancy off campus. They need us to maximize the use of parking. There is parking available but they need to understand how they want us to travel back and forth. There were far more people going to the Kennesaw campus than the Marietta campus. Students told aux services that they would park somewhere if they can get to classes faster. As they get our feedback, they have said they want to maximize time and efficiency to get students between campuses and to their classes. A year before the consolidation there was not much transportation; there are now 16 busses, 2 vans, 1 trolley, and plan to increase. 6pm-11pm is open parking. You can park anywhere that is not a dedicated parking spot.

5. In 2016, there will be Permit Direct where they will email you your parking pass before you get on campus. It eliminates the first 3 weeks of chaos on campus. Students are parking anywhere for the first few weeks of school. It allows them to enforce parking at the beginning of school. They will also get rid of gates. Due to this, they will have license plate recognition enforcement. Your license plate will be tied to your
parking permit. They have a vehicle that drives around and reads license plates. They want to deal with the abusers.

6. The 5/3-bank branch in the student center. The facility upstairs was never intended to be a bank. It was there to give students information about financial aide and other advise regarding 5/3-bank. It was not intended to be a bank. If students want a bank, they will put it on campus, but if not, then they will reutilize the area. They will take feedback and go to 5/3 to evaluate the process.

7. Bookstore on the Marietta campus- they want the same options on that campus. They are looking into redesigning the bookstore there. There will be a full market, more apparel, postal services, and technology services like those on the Kennesaw campus. The real issue is space and they don’t need everything. If there is something at the Kennesaw campus that’s not at the Marietta campus, tell the manager, and they can bring it down to the Marietta campus. They provide free shipping for students to go quicker and faster. As long as the bookstore is open, you can get mail, stamps, and other postal service needs.

8. They consolidated health services. Both campuses have a full array of health services. You can see a full physician; get labs, etc. on both campuses. Your student fees cover it. You will only be charged if the lab needs to be sent out or if you need to go to a specialist. If you are a student without insurance, they will work with you on a reduced payment schedule so you will not jeopardize yourself.
ii. Motion to extend time for 10 minutes to allow questions by Senator Maginis
   1. Second by Senator Brown
   2. 2 oppose
   3. All others confirm, motion carries

iii. QUESTIONS
   1. Senator Nguyen- having the postal service moved into the bookstore, would this be moved to the residential area as well so that students will have their own mailboxes?
      a. They do not have space in the resident areas because there is no space. They will make it so that you can receive this from the bookstore later in the day. They will work with housing if space can be made available.
   2. Senator Perez-Ramirez- he knows that the clinic no longer offers walk ins. They schedule students for other days, what can be done?
      a. Walk-ins have not gone away but now because there are full physicians, they have appointments. They will work you in; will not send you away but will put you on the wait list.
   3. Senator Maginnis- this could penalize students. If you take the wrong turn or end up somewhere wrong, won’t this hurt us? Also more ATMs from other banks.
      a. They are more than happy to put in ATMs if the branches will provide them.
      b. License Plate recognition will be done by cars driving through the lot when cars are parked.
4. Senator Mobolaji- What does the timeline for this look like as we’ve seen some projects take longer than expected.
   a. When they were working on the Subway on the Marietta campus, they hit a sewage pipe that was in the wrong place and they had to get it fixed. If done on time, there will be no problems getting it up.

5. Senator Okere- it is great that the small 5/3-bank offers financial services, but can they let students know about this because not many of them know.
   a. He has already reached out to the VP of 5/3-bank to talk about the concierge service. Give him feedback about what they want it about.

6. Senator Ogo- parking fees last semester were about $60. This semester it is $90. Most international students don’t own cars, so is there a way to get this fee off?
   a. There is an infrastructure part, which is $90. This goes back to the university to pay for the parking decks and other parking areas. That does not change, he cannot control it, and they do not make profit from it.
   b. The elected, permit fee, can be chosen by students or not.

7. Senator Henriquez- does parking really become free at 6pm? She has a friend who was ticketed for parking in the wrong area at this time. Is it free to apply for a parking spot at the stadium?
   a. Yes, it is free in most areas unless it is a designated space someone has purchased. The stadium and sports park are not parking areas
auxiliary services control. Sports and the sports park control it.

8. Director Fernandez- regarding parking, there will be a system monitoring decals and license plates. Does this force student to park a certain way?
   a. As long as they can see a license plate, they can park.

9. President Roberson- extends time for the duration of the rest of the questions to be answered.
   a. Senator Maginnis motions to extend time to answer existing questions
   b. Senator Whipple seconds
   c. 1 opposed and 1 abstention
   d. All others in favor, motion carries

10. VP Delaney- In the operational working group worked on in health services, they talked about putting all clinics and Wellstar operations together in one building.
   a. Unify clinics to one clinic and auxiliary space to one space. They are planning to have an auxiliary services building south of the student center. If this is done, there will be a new commons, new bookstore.

11. Prater- What do you do if you have a car such as a rental if yours is in the shop?
   a. Go to card services and you will receive a temporary parking pass

12. Senator Walley- would it be feasible to convert swipes to cash on the website?
   a. He would love to do that but they have a certain amount of time to do this. To cover these dining services, they need to know what services they
need to provide to the students. If they know how many swipes are, they know how much to have for places that require swipes.

13. Senator Whipple- since Marietta campus does not know about the Black and Gold dinners, will they be able to get in with 1 swipe instead of 2.
   a. You will determine yourself if you want to do it or not do it.

14. Senator Hall- if someone is an officer in an RSO, can you provide access control for these organizations?
   a. They are evaluating access control to unify access control over all campuses. They are going into one unified system so that 1 card will give you access if you need the access.

15. Senator Powell-Harris- The BOB app is dependent by many students. It is not very accurate. Can there be some sort of update or audit to fix this?
   a. They are going to the next version to have a complete upgrade in the upcoming year. On the bus stops, there will be a live screen to show the busses on route.

   c. Director Brock- Last week were the owl reaches. Thank you for all who attended. Just as a reminder, you must have completed 2. **For those who have not done this, your last chance is Fuel for Finals.** She sent out a doodle to see if there was a date that fit people schedules but only a few people responded so the last owl reach will be Fuel for Finals If this will count as an owl reach for you, please notify me. She is meeting with Ron Lunk either this week or the next. She is planning on talking to him about homecoming and any other issues to bring to student life. If you have any questions for him let her know. She also met with Dr. Sanseviro on the 6th briefly and talked
about some final action items for homecoming. She also attended the homecoming meeting on the 6th. They talked about final wrap-ups for homecoming and any suggestions for future homecomings. Ron Lunk will now be heading up the homecoming meetings. If you would like to sit on the meetings please let her know. Later in the meeting, She will be proposing the amended constitution and bylaws. She will be going over the amendments and then we will table the vote for the next meeting. If you have any questions that were not covered, please contact her or attend the governance meetings at 7pm on Monday’s.

d. Director Fernandez- no report

e. Director Kramschuster- Director Kramschuster attended a GLFC on Thursday, November 11th. The committee discussed how the fee operates on other BOR universities and how we can fine-tune our fee and process. The $3 decrease from the consolidation has caused a strain on the budget. She brought up the concern that this is student fee scholarship and the scholarship should not be awarded to faculty members. The Elections committee has been working on editing the Elections Bylaws and the committee will have the Bylaws sent out to the Senate by next meeting. At the last meeting, the Senate will vote on the Elections Bylaws for the spring elections. Fuel for Finals materials should be coming in sometime this week. The academic affairs committee will need help stuffing the bags if you are free. Fuel for Finals will be the last Owl Reach. It will be on December 7th, the last day of classes, on Kennesaw campus from 12:30-1:30 and Marietta campus from 3:00-4:00. If you have any concerns/questions, please contact Director Kramschuster at directorkramschuster@ksusga.com.

f. Director Vadlamudi- Promo to be distributed has arrived. Senators can begin to pass out cups and cozies when hosting forums. The communications committee will begin to attend ITAC, Information Technology Advisory Committee, meetings. Four seats were given –
two for Marietta campus students and two for Kennesaw campus students. Long-term items are now being ordered. This consists of graduation cords & lapel pins and a new tent and tablecloths with our new logo. She is also working with UITS to promote elections on school computers now.

g.

h. Treasurer Goodson- no report

i. Secretary Prater- Make sure that you are with any guests that are in the senate office. Guests and visitors are allowed in but MUST be accompanied by an officer.

j. Advisor Harvill- you will see a small slip for the fall advisor review. He says that he is never above an audit so he wants to know how he is as an advisor. He wants to know so he can serve as a better advisor. Everyone in here is probably aware of what is happening at MSU. It is in regards of how universities work with marginalized groups. SGA is the first line to stand up for and advocate as all students. If you have any concern about your student experience, always know that you can come and be transparent with him. They exist to support students.

k. AVP Roberts- Spoke about forums and one-on-ones and the responsibilities of senators to work with her to get these done.

   i. Senator Hall- If you do a forum do you have to do a one-on-one report?

      1. AVP Roberts- yes, everyone will do these reports

l. VP Delaney- Vice President Delaney will get the meeting minutes for the Faculty Senate meeting for this past Monday to relay information back to SGA. He will be attending the SABAC Revision Committee this Friday and also the Strategic, Thinking, and Planning Committee this Thursday. If anyone has any questions about either of these committees, please contact Vice President Delaney. The Interns, which Vice President Delaney oversees, are working on their Personal Project. This includes a Resolution about the overall safety of the
sidewalks and crosswalks of the Kennesaw Campus. They are also working on the Marietta Campus to fix and upkeep the Disc Golf course. They have meet with Jodie Sweat who is the Director of Plant Operations about the Disc Golf. Lastly, Vice President Delaney has finished the payments with Adviser Harvill for GCLC. A total of 19 SGA Officers are going to GCLC. If anyone has any questions, please contact Vice President Delaney.

m. President Roberson- President Roberson returned from the Student Advisory Council Meetings. This was a conference in which he attended with the other SGA Presidents. They discussed several issues all USG schools are facing. They include: Academic Advising, Campus Safety, Costs (tuition, fees, books, etc.), Financial Literacy, and Diversity/Inclusion/Race Relations. Other topics included soft-skills of leaders, academic initiatives the USG is trying to improve upon, public safety on a USG level, unlawfully present students at USG Schools and we talked briefly about everything that is happening at Mizzou.

   i. Dr. Otis Johnson, was the first African American student to go to Armstrong and is the Mayor of Savannah. He spoke about a lot, but the main point was soft skills essential for influential leaders. He listed 10:

1. Listen
2. Empathy (UNDERSTANDING)
3. Heal (DIFFUSE SITUATIONS AND MEDIATE OTHERS)
4. Awareness (SELF-AWARENESS INCLUDED)
5. Persuasion (INFLUENCING)
6. Conception (BEING ABLE TO COME UP WITH IDEAS)
7. Foresight (BEING ABLE TO ANTICIPATE)
8. Stewardship
9. Commitment (DEDICATION)
10. Building Community
ii. They talked a lot about eCore vs. Online Classes and the skills essential for student success in the workplace post-graduation. They discussed Public safety across the USG. They are going to hold a Law Enforcement Assessment and expect the initiative to roll out Fall 2016 and will take several years.

iii. He wanted to discuss with you signing a document that shows support for repealing a BOR policy revoking admission to 5 of GA’s top schools. Since those students are unlawfully present in the US, they are not being allowed to go to certain USG schools because they want to reserve those ‘spots’ for US CITIZENS. This does not affect Kennesaw really, but it allows some students that have been living in America their whole lives to go to the college of their choice. He signed a resolution along with several other USG presidents showing support for Mizzou and those students. He can show you both of those documents following the meeting or at another time. We will be doing appointments of Spring officers at this next meeting. He only opened the application up to Interns. If you have any questions, send him an email or see him after the meeting.

iv. Senator Ward- is this for “illegal students?”
   1. Yes, this regarding students from anywhere that are here non-documented

v. Senator Hall- if they are born here and are technically citizens, how do they appeal?
   1. That’s why it was brought up, so that we can go to the Board of Regents to get rid of this policy.

vi. Tracy (guest)- this policy that was enacted in 2010, it does not allow natural born US citizens to attend those 5 campuses?
   1. Only those students and those who are not lawfully present, they cannot attend (even if you have a social security information, etc.) Even though they have
papers, their parents may not, so even though they have lived here their whole lives and taxes, etc., they are being denied to come to campus. He is asking if it is okay for him to sign this policy so he does not sign something we are against.

vii. Senator Walley- would this be affirmation of appealing?

1. His signing this document/resolution (written by SGA presidents from GA State and GCSU) that asks all University Presidents to show the Board of Regents that we support all students regardless of where they are from regardless if they are American Citizens.

viii. Senator Garguilo- when would this be active?

1. There will be a conference on January 25th at the Board of Regents office. This will be on the agenda and brought up there.

2. Director Fernandez- after research in DACA, if your parents came here to the United States illegally, it is not the child/student’s fault. They provide children the social security numbers, etc. because it was not their decision to come here, but their parent’s. This was passed by the Obama administration. Now that 2016 is coming up, many people are trying to take that law away which would take their right to go to college, have a job, have a social security number, etc. There are a lot of people going to college and working that would be effected.

3. President Roberson- this does not effect KSU directly; he just wanted to be sure that our SGA is okay with this. They are currently in the process of making the argument more concrete.

   a. HE WILL be signing it
5. Old Business
   a. President Roberson- there is no old business, which would be anything that has been tabled from the past meeting.

6. New Business
   a. Approval of Elections Chair- Melissa Kramschuster
      i. Director Kramschuster- she is already on the elections committee. They are working on bylaws and the constitution.
         1. Senator Maginnis- does this mean that you will not be running next year or will be graduating?
         2. Director Kramschuster- everyone on the committee is not allowed to run in elections.
      ii. BOTH positions will be voted together
   b. Approval of Owl Memorial Chair- Dorian Powell-Harris
      i. Senator Powell-Harris- he is interested in the Owl Memorial position to chair the committee. This committee works on an event for dedication to all fallen owls. Last year he worked with Senator Okere on this but she will be graduating.
         1. Senator Whipple- when and where will this take place?
            a. They are currently working on a date for that.
               Hopefully it will be in January or February.
   c. APPROVAL OF BOTH POSITIONS
      i. All in favor of both of them, motion carries.
      ii. Motion passes for both chairs.
   d. Governance- Victoria Brock
      i. Did everyone get a chance to look over or skim the revisions to the Constitution and Bylaws? She will be reading the highlights sent out in the email. Please try and limit questions. The vote will be taking place next meeting so you can think about it regarding any questions or concerns. Please refer to the updated constitution and bylaws for all information. If any
updates are needed prior to the vote, it will be sent out to SGA and archives.

1. Senator Powell-Harris- so there will be no special interest senators but will be replaced with at large senators and placed on a commission? Do these chairs have to be a part of the constituency/ population?
   a. Yes, senator at large positions will chair the commissions. This is so that we can advocate for all constituents as new population-based students can be accounted for. If a senator graduates and no one can serve, then it will be taken up by a senator at large. Ideally these will be directed to ex officio members from the constituency so that they can help.

2. Senator Hall- being a senator of Greek Life and a part of Greek Life. Why would you choose someone to represent the population if they are not a part of the population? You have to know what it is like to serve.
   a. The hope in this is that the members of these populations will run for the at large positions. If you get an ex officio member who is a part of the constituency, then you can relay it and the chair will collect and report it.
   b. VP Delaney: Point of Information- a lot of this was to cut down on current SGA members. Over ½ of our budget goes to pay us. With these commissions, we can cut down officers but increase our span of whom we reach by having some officers not paid. How you meet with your commission is up to the chair.
c. Senator Hall- can we add a line in there saying that you must be a part of a constituency? If she is a senator at large and put on the athletic commission, she may not care because she is not a part of that constituency?

3. President Roberson- due to time restraints, please bring long discussions to the Governance Committee

4. Senator Whipple- will this go in effect after this semester?
   a. It will go into effect in the next administration

5. Senator Gibson- Are at large senators are appointed to the campuses they are on?
   a. It determines where your classes are and where you live. Depending on what the position entails, you may be confined to a single campus but you may span both campuses.

6. Senator Ward- she represents the adult students, will that be removed?
   a. It will be a commission and you may run as a senator at large and apply for that.

7. Yasmine (guest)- difference between articles 2.2. And 2.4 in the bylaws. 2.2 says meeting times and locations
   a. Secretary determines where meetings will be held. 2.2 is regarding the Secretary regarding when we start the meetings (1st week, 2nd week, etc.) he/she will choose locations/ request reservations spaces.

8. Senator Garguilo- how do the at large senators serve on these commissions?
   a. At large will serve on a commission and assist another commission. College senators will be
under their constituents and serve on a commission as well.

9. Senator Perez- Ramirez- he feels that commissions are a great idea. Greek life is divided into 4 different councils, so like that, it encourages communication between different populations of the student body without allocating SGA funds.

e. Stipends- Advisor Drew Harvill
   i. Everyone should have a packet stapled together. It is the Employee and Student Vendor Registration and Substitute W-9 Forum. Please use pen if you have it. We will walk through this together.

7. Open Forum (5 min)
   a. Senator Powell-Harris- met with SAC. Two coaches have resigned. He would like help with club sports from President Roberson. He has been trying to reach out this semester but has received no response. The sports and rec facility now requires you to pay for the rock climbing wall. They want you to pay for a class so that you can learn to use this. Zaxby's no longer does $4 Tuesdays. He spoke with the manager on Tuesday and they said they are loosing too much business.

   b. Senator Hall- this week the safety committee had their first forum. They gathered information from students. Everyone felt safe but 4 students reported a guy chasing them. They are meeting with Chief Sterns (head of the police department) to discuss this. Another issue is that someone sprained his or her ankle on the Marietta campus due to the eroding pavement. She will talk to them about it to see what has been planned to do.

   c. Senator Nguyen- he received a concern/questions regarding the athletic department. The rec center on the Marietta campus is very small. There is not very much space. Maybe we can help with an
outside gym? He is also asking for help from the safety community. As you know, there are flyers around campus on the ground. When flyers are posted, they go into a hot spot. He would like to have a bulletin board for a central place to post it.

i. AVP Roberts- housing has to go through processes to get things installed such as a bulletin board.

ii. President Roberson- Mark Lawson who is part of housing has said that concerns have been heard and they are working on

(2:11:00)

d. Senator Anaeki- she met with the global learning fee committee last week. The global fee is paid by students each semester and goes to scholarships to pay for students to go on study abroad trips. If you are interested in this, please see her after the meeting.

e. Phillip Rashaw- current NPHC president. They have concerns about senators at large being devolved. It seems that there is more degrees of separation between SGA and us. How is information being assimilated to the student body? They feel that they are not getting a lot of information about what is going on. Is there a newsletter or something such as that?

i. Roberson- Director of Communications has a feather letter that is an update of what has been happening that month. Shaquira Hall is your point of contact for Greek Life, but we are more than happy to come to meetings, set up meetings, and meet with other officers. He has been trying very hard to meet with students. He wants to bring these students along as well if possible. Shaquira, can you please make sure information is given to NPHC and all other organizations. What information would you like to see?

ii. What is happening with the 3rd floor?

1. Cubicle conversations have been going on since last spring. Kathy Alday, executive director of student life at
the time, had sent out emails to make a committee to find out what students wanted. He revived the committee and reached out to the original list. There is a core group of students and faculty who look into what to do with those spaces. There were 2 town hall meetings open to the general public for students to come voice their opinions about what they think should happen. There is a proposal out right now that he would be glad to send along with pictures/photos of things that could happen. The proposal is currently up in the air. They want to see if this proposal is even feasible. Please see refer to previous plans of the cubicles for the rest of this report.

2. Maleek (guest)- President of Kappa Alpha Phi- what are your primary means of communicating with students?
   a. Owl Life, Facebook, and our website.
   b. It is only used for tickets and management. The Instagram seems to be outdated. Is it possible to revamp social media? It seems to be lacking at the moment. Maybe a better ways of communicating with students is through social media.
      i. Director Vadlamudi- Thank you for this. The communications committee has been focusing on trying to fix all of our media. They had a meeting and had a calendar for posts on these sites and they will begin to revamp at the end of this semester and make sure everything is updated.
3. Senator Ward- possibly emails to the whole school? This way students cannot say they did not receive and email.

4. Jamel (guest)- he thinks that presence will get us to the student body. We mentioned social media but did not mention everyone in the room. Senator Benjamin said that our meetings are not for the student body but are for the senators. He believes that we should make sure that we have a presence on campus. Many students do not know who is on SGA or who their constituents are. He wanted to mention the meeting times. It use to be at 3:30pm, but now it is at 8pm. He thinks that it should be checked when the time changes.

   a. We had to balance out a time for SGA to meet.
      We had to find a time that was conducive for all SGA members. We live stream our meetings now.
      We do have to work on disseminating information. It is the job of SGA to let all students know what is going on. Let this be a wake up call to let students know what is going on.

5. Senator Benjamin- he wanted to clarify that when he was talking, he was saying that the purpose of the meetings was for SGA to disseminate information given by the students so that SGA can conduct business. He did not mean any offense and did not mean that students could not attend. He appreciates everyone for taking time out to come to this.

   a. Director Fernandez- as a part of external affairs, do you think it would be a good idea to get people from SGA to go to different organizations
so that we can give out feather letters and make our presence known.

b. Sierra (Guest- member of AKA)- what would be a great idea is that in the Coles College of Business, you will see organizations do classroom visits. Something that SGA can do is attend classes and talk about what is going on.

c. Point of information- Victoria- her committee these past couple weeks have been going o different organizations. This is just 8 people but since it is a concern, we can require our senators to attend more events. She would like these senators to go to people. Her committee has gone to different organizations and will continue to do so.

8. Announcements (1 min per officer/guest) (5 min)
   a. Senator Perez-Ramierz- the office of student involvement and VKSU is hosting a giving tree which is names on stars and you take one to get someone a gift. All gifts are due December 7th.
   b. Senator Benjamin- he sent an email recently about the relay for life. He made us a team so that we can help raise money and support the fight against cancer. It is in April.
   c. Senator Powell-Harris- tomorrow the AASU is having their final meeting of the semester. It will be at 12:30pm in the university rooms.
   d. Senator Hall- tomorrow in the UV rooms at 7pm is the Mr. KSU competition put on by the International Student Association.
   e. Senator Anaeki- the Model African union just got back from regionals. Moving forward, they will be moving on to nationals next semester in February. Talk to her afterwards for more information.

9. Adjournment
   a. Motion to adjourn by Senator Nguyen
b. Second by Senator Whipple

c. All confirmed, motion carries